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Christine Thuring

With a background in environmental science and ecology, Christine’s work portfolio weaves
together an appetite for ecological understanding and a strong ambition to make the world a better
place. This manifests through design, education, research, and communication.

While her early career involved applied plant ecology work in the natural environment, in the last
20 years she has worked predominantly in the urban context, often in inter-disciplinary
collaborations relating to living architecture but also other forms of multi-functional landscape
design (e.g., water-sensitive, urban biodiversity, habitat garden design).

Professor Ron Ydenberg
Simon Fraser University

Ron interested in a wide variety of problems in behavioural ecology. Current field projects include
studies of breeding seabirds at Triangle Island, and in the Creston Valley, both in British Columbia.
Together with theoretical work, these projects are run collaboratively with his graduate students,
colleagues in the department and at other universities. His work is also applying behavioural
ecology to phenomena such as diving behaviour, territoriality, foraging behaviour, the analysis of
metabolic rate, population dynamics, and colony organization of social insects.

Matt Foy
Fraser Valley Watersheds Coalition

A life long, lower Fraser Valley resident, Matt's major goal in life was to stay outside as much as
he could and always seek out wet places preferably with salmon swimming by. He also enjoys
telling stories so check out some of these on the FVWC website under “Sharing Stories About
Salmon People”.

Matt was employed by Fisheries and Oceans Canada for 35 years as a salmon biologist working
throughout BC in the field of community involvement, salmon enhancement, and habitat
restoration. He retired from DFO in 2015 and continues to be involved with issues and projects
affecting salmon as a volunteer with both the Pacific Salmon Foundation and the Fraser Valley
Watersheds Coalition.

Dr Andy MacKinnon

Andy MacKinnon is a forest ecologist and the co-author of six best-selling books about plants of
western North America, including Plants of Coastal British Columbia. For several decades he has
co-taught university undergraduate forest ecology field courses in Bamfield and Tofino and Haida
Gwaii. He's an adjunct professor at Simon Fraser University and a retired Professional Forester
and Professional Biologist. Andy completed his MSc in mycology in 1982 and was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Science degree by SFU in 2013. He's past president of the South Vancouver
Island Mycological Society and lives in Metchosin, British Columbia.


